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Abstract. The ever increasing trend to reduce DPM levels of memories requires tests with very high fault coverage
and low cost. This paper describes an important fault class, called dynamic faults, that cannot be ignored anymore.
The dynamic fault behavior can take place in the absence of the static fault behavior, for which the conventional
memory tests have been constructed. The concept of dynamic fault will be established and validated for both
dynamic and static Random-Access-Memories. A systematic way to develop fault models for dynamic faults will
be introduced. Further, it will be shown that conventional memory tests do not necessarily detect its dynamic faulty
behavior, which has been shown to exist in real designs. The paper therefore also presents new memory tests to
target the dynamic fault class.
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1. Introduction

The cost of testing memories increases rapidly with ev-
ery new generation of memory chips [15]. Precise fault
modeling and efficient test design, in order to keep test
cost and time within economically acceptable limits,
is therefore essential. The quality of the used tests, in
terms of their fault coverage and test length, is strongly
dependent on the used fault models.

Many Functional fault models (FFMs) for memo-
ries have been introduced in the past; some well known

FFMs, which date back to before 1980, are address de-
coder faults and stuck-at faults [23]. Of later date are
the following FFMs: data retention fault, stuck open
fault [8], read destructive fault, deceptive read destruc-
tive fault [2], and disturb coupling fault [26]. In 1999,
experimental results by applying a large number of tests
to a large number of chips [21, 25] indicated that many
functional tests do detect faults in memories, which
cannot be explained using the well know set of FFMs.
This means that additional FFMs exist. This has led to
the introduction of new FFMs, based on defect injection
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and circuit simulation [3, 4, 9]: write disturb fault, in-
correct read fault, transition coupling fault, read de-
structive coupling fault, etc. Researchers have also in-
troduced tests to target memory faults, with different
degree of success [1, 2, 6–9, 16–19, 22, 23, 27, 29].
However, most of the work published on memory test-
ing focuses on faults sensitized by performing at most
one operation; e.g., a write operation sensitizes a fault.
These FFMs are called static faults.

This paper deals with a new class of memory faults
called dynamic faults. Dynamic faults require the ap-
plication of more than one operation sequentially in
order to be sensitized. For example, a write operation
followed immediately by a read operation causes the
cell to flip; however, if only a write or a read operation
is performed, the cell will not flip. The paper validates
the existence of such a fault class for dynamic as well as
for static Random-Access-Memories (RAMs). In addi-
tion, it introduces a systematic way to develop dynamic
fault models. The paper shows the shortcoming in the
fault coverage of the traditional tests, which were origi-
nally designed for static faults, and therefore introduces
a new simple and efficient test for dynamic faults.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 in-
troduces the concept of fault primitives that will be
used to classify memory faults and define the dynamic
fault space in Section 3. Section 4 describes the impor-
tance of dynamic faults and validates their existence
of both static and dynamic RAMs. Section 5 discusses
the testing of dynamic faults; it first shows that the
tests designed for static faults do not necessarily de-
tect dynamic faults; and therefore it introduces a new
test with 100% fault coverage of the targeted dynamic
faults. Section 6 ends with the conclusions.

2. Memory Fault Classification

This section gives first the concept of a fault primitive
that will be used to define the set of the targeted FFMs
in this paper. Second, a classification of memory faults
will be given and the scope of the paper will be shown.

2.1. Fault Primitive Concept

By performing a number of memory operations and
observing the behavior of any component functionally
modeled in the memory, functional faults can be de-
fined as the deviation of the observed behavior from the
specified one under the performed operation(s). There-

fore, the two basic ingredients of any fault model are:
(a) A list of performed memory operations, and (b)
A list of corresponding deviations in the observed be-
havior from the expected one. Any list of performed
operations on the memory is called an operation se-
quence. An operation sequence that results in a differ-
ence between the observed and the expected memory
behavior is called a sensitizing operation sequence (S).
The observed memory behavior that deviates from the
expected one is called the faulty behavior (F).

In order to specify a certain fault, one has to specify
the S, together with the corresponding faulty behavior
F and the read result (R) of S in case S is a read op-
eration. The combination of S, F and R for a given
memory failure is called a Fault Primitive (FP) [24],
and is denoted as 〈S/F/R〉. S describes the sensitizing
operation sequence that sensitizes the fault (e.g., a read
‘0’ operation (i.e., r0)), F describes the value or the
behavior of the faulty cell (e.g., the cell flips from 0 to
1 (i.e., ↑)), while R describes the logic output level of
a read operation (e.g., a wrong value 1) in case S is a
read operation; this can be written as ‘〈r0/ ↑ /1〉’.

The concept of FPs allows for establishing a com-
plete framework of all memory faults, since for all al-
lowed operation sequences in the memory, one can de-
rive all possible types of faulty behavior. In addition,
the concept of an FP makes it possible to give a precise
definition of a functional fault model (FFM) as it has to
be understood for memory devices [24]: a functional
fault model is a non-empty set of fault primitives.

2.2. Classification

Fig. 1 shows a number of different ways to classify the
FPs. They can be classified based on:

1. The number of simultaneous operations required in
the S, into single-port and multi-port faults.

Simple Linked

Multi−port

Static

Fault Primitives

Single−port     

Scope of the paper

Dynamic

Fig. 1. Fault primitive classification.
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2. The way the FPs manifest themselves, into simple
and linked faults.

3. The number of sequential operations required in the
S, into static and dynamic faults.

It is important to note that the three ways of classify-
ing FPs are independent since their definition is based
on independent factors of the S; see Fig. 1. As a result,
a dynamic FP can be single-port or multi-port, simple
or linked. The same is true for linked faults; they can be
static or dynamic, and each of them can be single-port
or multi-port.

2.2.1. Single-Port Versus Multi-Port Faults. Let #P
be defined as the number of ports required simultane-
ously to apply a S. For example, if a single read op-
eration applied to cell c1 causes that cell to flip, then
#P = 1; if two simultaneous read operations applied to
cell c1 via two different ports cause that cell to flip,
then #P = 2. Depending on #P , FPs can be divided
into single-port faults, and multi-port faults.

• Single-Port Faults: These are FPs that require at the
most one port in order to sensitize a fault; that is
#P ≤ 1. Note that single-port faults can be sensitized
in single-port as well as in multi-port memories. This
paper deals with single-port faults.

• Multi-Port Faults: These are FPs that can only sen-
sitize a fault by performing two or more simultane-
ous operations via the different ports. Depending on
#P , the multi-port faults can be further divided into:
(a) Two-port faults which can only be sensitized by
performing two simultaneous operations via two dif-
ferent ports; (b) Three-port faults which can only be
sensitized by performing three simultaneous opera-
tions via three different ports; etc. Testing multi-port
faults is more complicated than testing single-port
faults; they require specific test patterns [10, 11].

2.2.2. Simple Versus Linked Faults. Depending on
the way FPs manifest themselves, they can be divided
into simple faults and linked faults.

• Simple Faults: These are faults which cannot be in-
fluenced by another fault. That means that the be-
havior of a simple fault cannot change the behavior
of another one; therefore masking cannot occur. This
paper deals with simple faults.

• Linked Faults: These are faults that do influence the
behavior of each other. That means that the behavior
of a certain fault can change the behavior of another

one such that masking can occur [20, 23]. Note that
linked faults consist of two or more simple faults.
In order to get more insight into linked faults, the
following example will be given. Assume that the
application of a sensitizing operation to a cell c1 will
cause a fault in a cell cv (e.g., the cell flips); and that
the application of an operation to a cell c2 will cause
a fault in the same cell cv , but with a fault effect
opposite to that caused by cell c1. If an operation is
first applied to cell c1, and thereafter to cell c2, then
the net result is that the fault effect of cell c1 is masked
by the fault effect of cell c2; i.e., no fault effect is
then visible in cell cv . Although limited work has
already been published about the subject of linked
faults [26, 28], the fault space for linked faults as
well as the required tests remain still to be worked
out.

2.2.3. Static Versus Dynamic Faults. Let #O be de-
fined as the number of different operations performed
sequentially in a S. For example, if a single read op-
eration applied to a certain cell causes that cell to flip,
then #O = 1. Depending on #O , FPs can be divided
into static and dynamic faults:

• Static Faults: These are FPs which sensitize a fault by
performing at the most one operation; that is #O ≤ 1.
For example, the state of the cell is always stuck at
one (#O = 0), a read operation to a certain cell causes
that cell to flip (#O = 1), etc.

• Dynamic Faults: These are FPs that perform more
than one operation sequentially in order to sensitize
a fault; that is #O > 1. Depending on #O , a further
classification can be made between 2-operation dy-
namic FPs whereby #O = 2, 3-operation dynamic
FPs whereby #O = 3, etc. Experimental analysis, as
will be described in Section 4, shows that dynamic
faulty behavior can take place in the absence of static
faults. For example, two successive read operations
cause the cell to flip; however, if only one read oper-
ation is performed, the cell will not flip. The current
industrial march tests have been designed for static
faults, and therefore may not be able to detect dy-
namic faults. All that indicates the importance of
dynamic faults. Adequate fault models and tests for
dynamic faults remain still to be established; that is
the subject of this paper.

In the remainder of this paper, we will focus on
single-port, simple, dynamic faults; see Fig. 1. From
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here on, the term ‘fault’ or ’dynamic fault’ refers to a
single-port, simple, dynamic fault’.

3. Dynamic Fault Space

Dynamic faults can be divided into FPs describing
single-cell dynamic faults (involving a single-cell), and
FPs describing multi-cell dynamic faults (involving
more than one cell). For multi-cell FPs, we restrict our
analysis to two-cell FPs, because they are considered
to be an important class for memory faults [2–4, 9, 16].
Below single-cell dynamic faults and two-cell dynamic
faults will be described.

3.1. Single-Cell Dynamic Faults

Single-cell dynamic faults consist of FPs sensitized by
applying more than one operation to a single cell se-
quentially. We will restrict our analysis to 2-operation
dynamic faults, since on the one hand they have been
shown to exist [4, 13], and on the other hand the prob-
ability of dynamic faults decreases as the number of
operations increases [5]. As mentioned in Section 2, a
particular FP is denoted as 〈S/F/R〉.

S describes the sensitizing operation sequence,
which sensitizes a fault F in the cell. Since two op-
erations are considered, there are 18 possible Ss. They
are given below; x, y, z ∈ {0, 1} and ‘r ’ denotes a read
operation and ‘w’ denotes a write operation.

• ‘xwywz’; e.g., ‘0w1r1’ denotes a write 1 operation
applied to a cell whose initial state is 0; the write is
followed immediately with a read 1 operation.

• ‘xr xr x’; e.g., ‘0r0r0’ denotes two successive read
0 operations applied to a cell whose initial state is 0.

• ‘xr xwy’; e.g., ‘0r0w1’ denotes a read 0 followed
immediately with write 1 applied to a cell whose
initial state is 0.

• ‘xwyr y’; e.g., ‘1w1r1 denotes a write 1 followed
immediately with read 1 applied to a cell whose ini-
tial state is 1.

F describes the value of the faulty (i.e., victim) cell
(v-cell); F ∈ {0, 1, ↑, ↓}, where ↑ (↓) denotes an up
(down) transition due to a certain sensitizing operation
and 0 (1) denotes that the cell remains in its state 0 (1).

R describes the logical value which appears at the
output of the memory if the sensitizing operation ap-
plied to the v-cell is a read operation: R ∈ {0, 1, −}.

Table 1. List of single-cell dynamic FFMs.

FFM Fault primitives

dRDF 〈0w0r0/ ↑ /1〉, 〈0w1r1/ ↓ /0〉,
〈1w0r0/ ↑ /1〉, 〈1w1r1/ ↓ /0〉

dDRDF 〈0w0r0/ ↑ /0〉, 〈0w1r1/ ↓ /1〉,
〈1w0r0/ ↑ /0〉, 〈1w1r1/ ↓ /1〉

dIRF 〈0w0r0/0/1〉, 〈0w1r1/1/0〉,
〈1w0r0/0/1〉, 〈1w1r1/1/0〉

A ‘−’ in R means that the output data is not applica-
ble; e.g., if S = 0w0w1, then no data will appear at
the memory output, and for that reason R is replaced
by a ‘−’.

In the following, only ‘S = xwyry’ will be con-
sidered since, for instance, it has been shown to cause
dynamic faults (see Section 4). Given that S = xwyry,
F ∈ {0, 1, ↑, ↓}, and R ∈ {0, 1, −}, it can be verified
that there are 12 possible FPs 〈S/F/R〉. These FPs are
compiled into a set of three FFMs; they are listed in
Table 1 together with their FPs:

1. Dynamic Read Destructive Fault (dRDF): A write
followed immediately by a read operation per-
formed on a cell changes the data in the cell, and
returns an incorrect value on the output. The dRDF
consists of four FPs; e.g., 〈0w1r1/ ↓ /0〉: applying
a ‘r1’ operation immediately after ‘w1’ operation
to a cell whose initial content was 0, will cause the
cell to flip to 0 and the read operation will return a
wrong 0 value instead of the expected 1. The write
operation involved in dRDF can be a transition write
as well as a non-transition write operation.

2. Dynamic Deceptive Read Destructive Fault
(dDRDF): A write followed immediately by a read
operation performed on a cell changes the data in
the cell, and returns a correct value on the output.
The dDRDF consists of four FPs. Here, the write
can be a transition write as well as a non-transition
write operation.

3. Dynamic Incorrect Read Fault (dIRF): A read oper-
ation performed immediately after a write operation
on a cell returns an incorrect value on the output,
while the cell remains in its correct state. The dIRF
consists of four FPs.

3.2. Two-Cell Dynamic Faults

Two-cell dynamic faults consist of FPs sensitized by
applying more than one operation sequentially to two
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cells: the aggressor (a-cell) and the v-cell. The a-cell
is the cell to which the sensitizing operation (or state)
should be applied in order to sensitize the fault, while
the v-cell is the cell where the fault appears. In a similar
way as it has been done for single cell faults, we will
restrict ourself to two-operation dynamic faults. Then
depending on how many operations are applied to the
a-cell and to the v-cell, and on the order in which they
are applied, four types of S can be distinguished:

1. Saa : The two sequential operations are applied to
the a-cell.

2. Svv: The two sequential operations are applied to
the v-cell.

3. Sav: The first operation is applied to the a-cell, fol-
lowed immediately with a second one to the v-cell.

4. Sva : The first operation is applied to the v-cell, fol-
lowed immediately with a second one to the a-cell.

Since two operations are considered, there are 18 ×
4 = 72 total possible Ss; each S can take on one
of 18 possible operation sequences: xwywz, xr xr x ,
xr xwy, or xwyry, where x, y, z ∈ {0, 1}. It is clear that
despite the restriction to 2-operation dynamic faults, the
number of FPs is still high. This calls for setting further
restrictions on the sequences considered. For the sim-
plicity, only Saa and Svv will be considered from now
on.1 Note that Saa and Svv both require the access of a
single cell at a time (the v-cell, respectively the a-cell).
Further, and as we did in the case of single-cell faults,
the S = xwyry will be considered; this sequence, for
instance, has been verified to cause dynamic faults (see
Section 4).

3.2.1. Faults Caused by Saa. The FPs for two-cell
dynamic faults, where the two operations are applied
to the a-cell, are represented as:

〈Saa/F/R〉 = 〈Sa ; Sv/F/R〉a,v

Sa describes xwyry, while Sv describes the state
of v-cell. Note that Sv does not specify an operation
applied to the v-cell, but the state of the v-cell, since
Saa is considered. Now it can be verified easily that
there are 8 possible FPs:

• 4 FPs denoted as 〈xwyry; 0/ ↑ /−〉, and
• 4 FPs denoted as 〈xwyry; 1/ ↓ /−〉.

The 8 possible FPs are compiled into one dynamic
FFM, referred to as Dynamic Disturb Coupling Fault

Table 2. List of two-cell dynamic FFMs.

FFM Fault primitives

dCFds 〈0w0r0; 0/ ↑ /−〉, 〈0w1r1; 0/ ↑ /−〉,
〈1w0r0; 0/ ↑ /−〉, 〈1w1r1; 0/ ↑ /−〉,
〈0w0r0; 1/ ↓ /−〉, 〈0w1r1; 1/ ↓ /−〉,
〈1w0r0; 1/ ↓ /−〉, 〈1w1r1; 1/ ↓ /−〉

dCFrd 〈x ; 0w0r0/ ↑ /1〉, 〈x ; 0w1r1/ ↓ /0〉,
〈x ; 1w0r0/ ↑ /1〉, 〈x ; 1w1r1/ ↓ /0〉

dCFdrd 〈x ; 0w0r0/ ↑ /0〉, 〈x ; 0w1r1/ ↓ /1〉,
〈x ; 1w0r0/ ↑ /0〉, 〈x ; 1w1r1/ ↓ /1〉

dCFir 〈x ; 0w0r0/0/1〉, 〈x ; 0w1r1/1/0〉,
〈x ; 1w0r0/0/1〉, 〈x ; 1w1r1/1/0〉

(dCFds): a write operation followed immediately by a
read operation performed on the a-cell causes the v-cell
to flip. The FPs of dCFds are given in the first block of
Table 2.

3.2.2. Faults Caused by Svv . The FPs for two-cell
dynamic faults, where the two operations are applied
to the v-cell, are represented as:

〈Svv/F/R〉 = 〈Sa ; Sv/F/R〉a,v

Sa describes the state of the a-cell, while Sv describes
xwyry. Note that Sa does not specify an operation ap-
plied to the a-cell, but the state of the a-cell, since only
Svv is considered. Now it can be verified easily that
there are 24 possible FPs:

• 12 FPs denoted as 〈0; Sv/F/R〉a,v , and
• 12 FPs as 〈1; Sv/F/R〉a,v

Note that in both representations, 〈Sv/F/R〉 repre-
sents the 12 possible single-cell dynamic FPs discussed
in Section 3.1. The 24 possible FPs are compiled into
three dynamic FFMs; they are given together with their
FPs in Table 2; in the table ‘x’ denotes 0 or 1.

1. Dynamic Read Destructive Coupling Fault (dCFrd):
A write followed immediately by a read operation
performed on the v-cell changes the data in the v-
cell and returns an incorrect value on the output, if
the a-cell is in a certain specific state. The dCFrd
consists of eight FPs.

2. Dynamic Deceptive Read Destructive Coupling
Fault (dCFdrd): A write followed immediately by
a read operation performed on the v-cell changes
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the data in the v-cell and returns a correct value
on the output, if the a-cell is in a certain specific
state. The dCFdrd consists of eight FPs.

3. Dynamic Incorrect Read Coupling Fault (dCFir): A
read operation performed immediately after a write
operation on the v-cell returns an incorrect value
on the output, while the v-cell remains in its correct
state, if the a-cell is in a certain specific state. The
dCFir consists of eight FPs.

4. Importance of Dynamic Faults

This section will show the presence of dynamic faults in
dynamic RAMs (DRAMs) as well as in static RAMs
(SRAMs). First the validation of dynamic faults for
DRAMs will be presented based on defect injection
and circuit simulation; and thereafter for SRAMs based
on the functional analysis of some failed test patterns
during DPM screening measurements.

4.1. Validation of Dynamic Faults for DRAMs

In order to show the importance of dynamic faults, fault
analysis based on defect injection and SPICE simula-
tion has been performed. The defects are injected in
the reduced electrical model of a DRAM, causing for
example a (partial) open connections. This section de-
scribes the performed analysis and the acquired results
[4].

Opens represent unwanted resistances on a signal
line that is supposed to conduct perfectly. In this sec-
tion, the simulation results of the open within a DRAM
cell OC shown in Fig. 2 will be discussed; for other ex-
amples see [4]. The behavior of the DRAM is stud-
ied after injecting and simulating OC. The analysis
considers open resistances within the range (10� ≤
Rop ≤ 10 M�) on a logarithmic scale using 5 points
per decade, in addition to Rop = ∞ �. Each injected
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Fig. 2. The opens OC and OB.

open in the memory model creates floating nodes, the
voltage of which is varied between VDD and GND on
a linear scale using 10 points.

For each value of the open resistance (Rop) and of
the initial floating node voltage (Uinit), the following
operation sequences are performed and inspected for
proper functionality: 0w0, 0w1, 1w0, 1w1, 0r0, 1r1,
0w0r0, 0w1r1, 1w0r0 and 1w1r1 (e.g., 0w1 denotes
a write 1 applied to a cell whose content is 0). As a
result, the faulty behavior resulting from the analysis
of opens is represented as regions in the (Uinit , Rop)
plane. Each region contains a number of sensitized
FPs that describe the FFM of the memory in this
region.

As an example, the results of the fault analysis per-
formed on OC are given in Fig. 3, which shows the
observed faulty behavior in the (Uinit, Rop) plane. The
figure shows a number of different fault regions for dif-
ferent combinations of Uinit and Rop. In the figure, the
static and dynamic sensitized faults are listed:

• Static Faults [9, 24]:
TFd = 〈1w0/1/−〉: a down transition fault.
TFu = 〈0w1/0/−〉: an up transition fault.
IRF0 = 〈0r0/0/1〉: incorrect read 0 fault.
RDF0 = 〈0r0/ ↑ /1〉: read 0 destructive fault.
WDF0 = 〈0w0/ ↑ /−〉: write 0 disturb fault.

• Dynamic Faults (see Table 1):
dRDF00 = 〈0w0r0/ ↑ /1〉.
dRDF10 = 〈1w0r0/ ↑ /1〉.
dDRDF00 = 〈0w0r0/ ↑ /0〉.
dIRF00 = 〈0w0r0/0/1〉.
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The fault regions of Fig. 3 may be classified accord-
ing to the initial floating node voltage under which they
can be observed as follows.

A. Faults observed with Uinit = VDD: They consist of
fault regions A1 and A2.

B. Faults observed with Uinit = GND: They consist of
fault regions B1, B2, B3, B4 and B5.

C. Faults only observed with GND < Uinit < VDD:
They consist of fault regions C1 and C2.

Inspecting the faulty behavior shown in the figure
reveals that, as a result of the open OC alone, almost
all simulated dynamic sequences fail. This takes place
in separate fault regions with their own initial volt-
age and defect resistance values. The fault region A2
only contains dRDF10, which means that 1w0r0 is the
only failing S in this region. This, in turn, means that
performing the traditional static analysis on this fault
region reveals no improper memory behavior. Only by
applying a dynamic sensitizing operation sequence is
it possible to detect this improper behavior. This shows
the significance of performing the dynamic analysis on
memory devices.

A similar analysis has been done for the open OB
(see Fig. 2). The results show that in some fault regions
a dynamic fault behavior takes place in the absence of
a static fault behavior. Table 3 shows which dynamic
sequences fail for OC and OB [4]. The table shows that
for OC most, but not all, dynamic sequences fail. How-
ever, for OB all simulated dynamic sequences cause a
fault.

4.2. Validation of Dynamic Faults for SRAMs

In an experiment at Intel, SRAM chips failing to pass
the used test set have been analyzed in more detail.
One of the surprising observations is that PMOVI [7]
detects faults that can not be detected with any other
test; e.g., March C- [17, 23]. Fig. 4 shows partially
how PMOVI detects some faults that march C- does
not detect; the operations printed in bold in the figure

Table 3. Dynamic faults caused by OC and OB.

Open Dynamic faulty behavior

OC All FPs of dRDF (see Table 1)

Two dDRDF FPs: 〈0w1r1/ ↓ /1〉, 〈1w0r0/ ↑ /0〉
Two dIRF FPs: 〈0w0r0/0/1〉, 〈1w1r1/1/0〉

OB All FPs of Table 1

Fig. 4. Observation of dynamic faults in SRAMs.

are the operations detecting the unique faults. PMOVI
detects some unique faults by the first ‘r1’ (printed in
bold) that immediately follows a write operation. These
faults are not detected by March C-, even though March
C- consists of the same operations, but they belong to
separate march elements and therefore the read is not
applied immediately after the write.

It is clear from the above, that the detected fault
require the application of a read immediately after a
write, otherwise the fault will be not sensitized. This is
a dynamic read destructive fault dRDF.

PMOVI detects also some unique faults by the sec-
ond ‘r1’ (printed in bold) that were not detected by
March C-. Such faults were sensitized by read-after-
write (i.e., 0w1r1), but not observed by that read since
the read returned the expected value although the cell
was flipped. These faults are the dynamic deceptive
read destructive faults.

5. Testing Dynamic Faults

In Section 4 the existence of dynamic faults has been
validated based on SPICE simulation. In Section 3, a
systematic way to develop fault models for dynamic
faults has been introduced. In this section, the conven-
tional memory tests will be analyzed for their capability
of detecting dynamic faults. However, first the march
notation will be introduced.

5.1. March Notation

A complete march test is delimited by the ‘{...}’ bracket
pair, while a march element is delimited by the ‘(...)’
bracket pair. March elements are separated by semi-
colons, and the operations within a march element are
separated by commas. Note that all operations of a
march element are performed at a certain address, be-
fore proceeding to the next address. The latter can be
done in either an increasing (⇑) or a decreasing (⇓)
address order. When the address order is not relevant,
the symbol � is be used.

5.2. Effectiveness of Conventional Tests

Table 4 gives the fault coverage of several well-known
memory tests regarding the proposed dynamic FFMs.
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Table 4. Dynamic fault coverage for different memory tests.

No. Tests T.L. dRDF dDRDF dIRF dCFds dCFrd dCFdrd dCFir Total FC FC (%)

1 SCAN 4n 0/4 0/4 0/4 0/16 0/16 0/16 0/16 0/76 0

2 MATS+ 5n 0/4 0/4 0/4 0/16 0/16 0/16 0/16 0/76 0

3 MATS++ 6n 1/4 0/4 1/4 1/16 2/16 0/16 2/16 7/76 9.21

4 March C- 10n 0/4 0/4 0/4 0/16 0/16 0/16 0/16 0/76 0

5 PMOVI 13n 2/4 2/4 2/4 7/16 8/16 6/16 8/16 35/76 46.05

6 March U 13n 2/4 0/4 2/4 4/16 4/16 0/16 4/16 16/76 21.05

7 March SR 14n 2/4 0/4 2/4 4/16 4/16 0/16 4/16 16/76 21.05

8 March LR 14n 2/4 0/4 2/4 4/16 4/16 0/16 4/16 16/76 21.05

9 March B 17n 2/4 0/4 2/4 4/16 4/16 0/16 4/16 16/76 21.05

10 March LA 22n 2/4 2/4 2/4 8/16 8/16 8/16 8/16 38/76 50.00

The test length (T.L.) of each test is also included. The
included march tests in the table are:

1. SCAN [1]: {⇑ (w0); ⇑ (r0); ⇑ (w1); ⇑ (r0)}
2. MATS+ [19]: {� (w0); ⇑ (r0, w1); ⇓ (r1, w0)}
3. MATS++ [6]: {� (w0); ⇑ (r0, w1); ⇓ (r1, w0,

r0)}
4. March C- [17, 23]: {� (w0); ⇑ (r0, w1); ⇑ (r1,

w0); ⇓ (r0, w1); ⇓ (r1, w0); � (r0)}
5. PMOVI [7]: {⇓ (w0); ⇑ (r0, w1, r1); ⇑ (r1, w0,

r0); ⇓ (r0, w1, r1); ⇓ (r1, w0, r0)}
6. March U [27]: {� (w0); ⇑ (r0, w1, r1, w0); ⇑

(r0, w1); ⇓ (r1, w0, r0, w1); ⇓ (r1, w0)}
7. March SR [9]: {⇓ (w0); ⇑ (r0, w1, r1, w0); ⇑

(r0, r0); ⇑ (w1); ⇓ (r1, w0, r0, w1); ⇓ (r1, r1)}
8. March LR [26]: {� (w0); ⇓ (r0, w1); ⇑ (r1, w0,

r0, w1); ⇑ (r1, w0); ⇑ (r0, w1, r1, w0); ⇑ (r0)}
9. March B [22]: {� (w0); ⇑ (r0, w1, r1, w0, r0,

w1); ⇑ (r1, w0, w1); ⇓ (r1, w0, w1, w0); ⇓ (r0,

w1, w0)}
10. March LA [28]: {� (w0); ⇑ (r0, w1, w0, w1, r1);

⇑ (r1, w0, w1, w0, r0); ⇓ (r0, w1, w0, w1, r1);
⇓ (r1, w0, w1, w0, r0); ⇓ (r0)}

In the table, e.g., “a/b” denotes that the test detects
‘a’ of the ‘b’ FPs of the correspondent FFM. E.g.,
MATS++ detects one of the four FPs of dRDF, while
March B detects two of them. For two-cell FFMs, each
FP is divided into two sub-FPs: the a-cell has a higher
address than the v-cell, and (b) the a-cell has a lower
address than the v-cell. For example dCFds consists of
8 FPs (see Table 2); considering the position of the a-
cell against the v-cell leads to 16 sub-FPs. E.g., March
B detects 4 of 16 dCFds sub-FPs.

The table shows clearly that conventional memory
tests constructed to detect the static faulty behavior

of a specific defect, do not necessarily detect its dy-
namic faulty behavior. None of the tests of the table
can cover the considered dynamic faults; even all of
them together cannot achieve 100% fault coverage of
the targeted faults. In addition, a relative comparison
of the fault coverage of the tests shows that March LA
and PMOVI are the tests with the best coverage. The
fact the the conventional tests do not cover dynamic
faults calls for the introduction of new test.

6. Tests for Dynamic Faults

Dynamic faults are divided into faults involving a single
cell and faults involving two cells. March tests for each
of these two subclasses will be introduced separately.

6.1. Test for Single-Cell Dynamic FFMs

March RAW1 (‘read-after-write’) given in Fig. 5 detects
all single-cell dynamic FFMs of Table 1, which are
based on ‘read-after-write’.

March RAW1 has a test length of 13n including the
initialization. Table 5 shows by which march elements
(i.e., M0 through M8) of March RAW1, each FP be-
longing to each single-cell dynamic FFM, is sensitized
and detected. In the table, ‘S’ stands for ‘sensitizing’,
while ‘D’ stands for detecting. Note that the test per-
forms at most 2 operations per march element, which is

Fig. 5. March RAW1.
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Table 5. March RAW1 fault coverage.

FFM FP S D

dRDF 〈0w0r0/ ↑ /1〉 M1 M1, M2

〈0w1r1/ ↓ /0〉 M3 M3, M4

〈1w0r0/ ↑ /1〉 M7 M7, M8

〈1w1r1/ ↓ /0〉 M5 M5, M6

dDRDF 〈0w0r0/ ↑ /0〉 M1 M2

〈0w1r1/ ↓ /1〉 M3 M4

〈1w0r0/ ↑ /0〉 M7 M8

〈1w1r1/ ↓ /1〉 M5 M6

dIRF 〈0w0r0/0/1〉 M1 M1, M2

〈0w1r1/1/0〉 M3 M3, M4

〈1w0r0/0/1〉 M7 M7, M8

〈1w1r1/1/0〉 M5 M5, M6

important to restrict the sensitized faults to 2-operation
dynamic.

6.2. Test for Two-Cell Dynamic FFMs

A test to detect all two-cell dynamic FFMs of Table 2
is given in Fig. 6, and called March RAW. March RAW
has a test length of 26n including the initialization. Note
that the fault coverage is not limited to two-operation
dynamic faults; the test also detects some dynamic
faults where #O > 2. Table 6 shows the march ele-
ments of March RAW responsible for sensitizing and
detecting each of the faults listed in Table 2. In the ta-
ble, a distinction is made between two cases: (a) the
v-cell has a higher address than the a-cell (i.e., v > a),
and (b) the v-cell has a lower address than the a-cell
(v < a). In addition, in each entry the notation Sensi-
tization/Detection is used. E.g., the 〈1w1r1; 0/ ↑ /−〉
is sensitized by M4 and detected by M5 when v > a;
and it is sensitized by M2 and detected by M3 when
v < a. Note that dCFrd and dCFir are not included in
the table; the reader can easily verify that these faults

Fig. 6. March RAW.

Table 6. March RAW fault coverage.

FFM FP v > a v < a

dCFds 〈0w0r0; 0/ ↑ /−〉 M1/M1 M3/M3

〈0w1r1; 0/ ↑ /−〉 M1/M1 M3/M3

〈1w1r1; 0/ ↑ /−〉 M4/M5 M2/M3

〈1w0r0; 0/ ↑ /−〉 M4/M5 M2/M3

〈0w0r0; 1/ ↓ /−〉 M3/M4 M1/M2

〈0w1r1; 1/ ↓ /−〉 M3/M4 M1/M2

〈1w1r1; 1/ ↓ /−〉 M2/M2 M4/M4

〈1w0r0; 1/ ↓ /−〉 M2/M2 M4/M4

dCFdrd 〈0; 0w0r0/ ↑ /0〉 M3/M3 M1/M1

〈0; 0w1r1/ ↓ /1〉 M3/M4 M1/M2

〈0; 1w1r1/ ↓ /1〉 M2/M2 M4/M4

〈0; 1w0r0/ ↑ /0〉 M2/M3 M4/M5

〈1; 0w0r0/ ↑ /0〉 M1/M1 M3/M3

〈1; 0w1r1/ ↓ /1〉 M1/M2 M3/M4

〈1; 1w1r1/ ↓ /1〉 M4/M4 M2/M2

〈1; 1w0r0/ ↑ /0〉 M4/M5 M2/M3

are also covered by March RAW, and that any test de-
tecting dCFdrd will also detect dCFrd and dCFir. Note
additionally that March RAW also detects all FFM1s
of Table 1; therefore only March RAW can be used to
detect all dynamic faults introduced in this paper. If the
purpose is to diagnose the FFM1s, then March RAW1
has to be used.

Going back to Fig. 1 which shows the scope of the
paper, the question that may be posed is whether March
RAW detects simple static faults. It can be shown that
March RAW also covers simple static faults. A detail
analysis of such faults together with an optimal test
is presented in [12]. The test referred as March SS
(i.e., Simple Static) with a test length of 22n can be
considered as a short version of March RAW.

7. Conclusion

In this paper the difference between static and dynamic
faults in memories has been discussed; dynamic faults
can take place in the absence of static faults as has been
shown experimentally. An analytical approach for es-
tablishing fault models for dynamic faults has been
presented. In addition, a set of fault models (under cer-
tain restrictions) has been introduced. The evaluation
of the existing conventional memory tests shows that
these tests cannot cover these fault models. Therefore,
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two new memory tests have been derived to target such
specific faults.

The fault models introduced for dynamic faults have
been restricted to faults sensitized by ‘a write followed
immediately with a read’. These faults have been ob-
served in DRAMs as well as in SRAMs. The question
that arises now is whether other sequential operations
can also sensitize dynamic faults; e.g., ‘a write followed
immediately by a write’, ‘a read followed immediately
by a read’, etc. The widely used ‘hammer tests’ (i.e.,
repeat a write or a read operation sequentially) may
indicate the existence of such dynamic faults. Further-
more, the ‘Holey Shmoo problem’ [14] in which the
L1 cache of IBM System/390 G6 microprocessor fails
to pass consecutive write patterns also indicate that dy-
namic faults can be caused by ‘a write followed im-
mediately by another write’. It is clear from the above,
that the set of fault models for dynamic faults has to
be explored, and the appropriate test algorithms have
to be established.

Note

1. The analysis of Sva and Sav will be the subject of an upcoming
paper.
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